(almost everywhere with respect to the measure v) for each set A £7 is that This theorem is reminiscent of Dowker's result [6] to the effect that a necessary and sufficient condition that the sequence of averages {(l/k) ■ ?*,In f(T'a))} converge a.e. for every integrable function is that the measure v be potentially invariant. In that work, however, T denotes a biunique transformation such that if A GJ, then both T_1A GJ and TA GJ; these paper [7] , the transformation T_1 is required to preserve zero measure, a restriction which appears undesirable in making applications to stochastic processes.
Proof of sufficiency. Birkhoff's individual ergodic theorem as generalized by F. Riesz [14] states that if there is a cr-finite measure fj. on J with respect to which T is measure preserving and / is integrable, then {llV">} converges a.e. (ji). Let n(A) = linu,w fj.k(A); this limit exists by (2.2). That fx is a measure on J follows from a known theorem to the effect that if a sequence of finite measures converges at each set of a Borel field, the limit function is a measure ([8, p. 170, Ex. 14]; [12, p. 107, Ex. 13] ). One verifies immediately that p(r_1F) =fi(F) for FGJ-In order to complete the proof of (2.3) under hypotheses (2.4) and (2.5), it remains to show that/is integrable (ju) and that the set of points co on which {(1/&) Y*=o f(T'co)} fails to converge has p-measure 0 as well as ju-measure 0.
Since the domain of definition of each of the measures v and fx is J, and since, by hypothesis (2.4), / is an extended real-valued p-measurable function,/ is also ji-measurable. Suppose first that/ is the characteristic function of a set A EJ-Then /fdp = p(A) = lim pk(A) = lim I fdpk. . Suppose now that/ is an arbitrary function satisfying (2.4) and (2.5). The function |/| is the limit of a nondecreasing sequence {gi} of non-negative simple functions, so that /| /1 dp = lim I gidp = lim lim I gidpk ^ lim inf | /1 dpk
(note that if/is bounded, lim4,w (l/£) ]C*=o /|/| dvP-* necessarily exists and is finite). Thus a function satisfying hypotheses (2.4) and (2.5) is integrable (p). It follows from the individual ergodic theorem as generalized by F. Riesz that the sequence {(l/£) J^o f(T*oi)} converges a.e. (p.). It remains to show that the exceptional set has p-measure 0 as well as p-measure 0.
Let F denote the set of points w at which f(T'u) is finite for all j(j = 0,1,2, ■■■):
Let E denote the set of points u on which the sequence {(l/£) ]Cs=o/(^,w)} converges. Then E = Ef\F = T~>E C\ F.
For a set AEJ, let A' = U-A. We have E'KJF' = (T"E)'\JF' = T->E'\JF'
(5 = 0, 1, 2, ••• ) and, by hypothesis (2.4), v(F')=0. Therefore vT~'(E') =v(T-»E')=v(T-E'\JF')=v(E"UF')=v(E') (s = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). It follows that pk(E') =v(E') for each £, and hence that p(E') =v(E'). But p(E') =0, so that also v(E') =0. This completes the proof of (2. It is easy to show by example, however, that the convergence of [fxk(A)} for A GJ does not imply the uniformity of the convergence with respect to A G J and hence, in view of Theorem 2.2, not even the uniformity with respect to AGJo.
Proof. Let {Ai} be a contracting sequence of sets in Jo whose limit is the void set. If e > 0, one can choose a positive integer k such that | fx(A) -fxk(A) \ <e/2 for A GJo, in view of the uniformity of the convergence of the sequence [fik(A)}. If then a positive integer io is chosen so that fik(Ai) <e/2 for i>io (k fixed), we have ju(^4.) <e for i>io-Thus fx is continuous from above at the void set and is therefore a measure on /V It has then a unique extension to J, which we shall also denote by ju. Let EGJ, and let e be a positive number. Proof. We note first that under the hypothesis, fx(T_1A) =fx(A) for A GJo. For FGJ, we have n(F) =inf Yv(Ai) for coverings of F by countable unions VAi of sets AtGJo, and since T^FGT^J, we have also fi(T~1F) = inf Yv(Bi) for coverings of T_1F by countable unions \JBi of sets BiGT^Jo.
Given a covering of F by a countable union U.4,-of sets of Jo, the union UT^Ai is a covering of T~XF by sets of T_1Jo, and further ju(4,-) =fx(T-1Ai) since AtGJo (i = l,2, ■ ■ ■). Hence ^(T^F) ^fx(F). On the other hand, given a covering of r_1P by a countable union UUi of sets of T_1Jo,
•we ha\e Bi = T~1Ai ior some set AiGJo (* = 1, 2, ■ • • ) so that p(-Bi) =fx (A/) and U^4,-is a covering of F. Hence fx(F) ^n(T~xF). The two inequalities complete the proof of Lemma 3.1. If /(co) is a p-measurable function of co, then the function / and the shift transformation T generate a stochastic process, zt=f(T*u>). In particular, the process {x,} itself is generated by the shift transformation and the function/(co) = Xi, where co = (xi, x2, • • • ). is that both .2) and (2.3) of Theorem 2.1 then follows, so that (3.1) and (3.6) hold. Remark 3.6. While Theorem 3.2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (3.1) under conditions (3.2) and (3.3), condition (3.5) can not readily be expressed in terms of the finite-dimensional joint distributions of the random variables xi, x2, • ■ • . Nor does any of the subsequent remarks suggest how one may verify that (3.5) is satisfied from an examination of the finite-dimensional joint distributions alone, although they determine the probability measure v on J completely. However, in view of Theorem 2.2, we have (3.7) a sufficient condition in order that (3.4) and (3.5) shall be satisfied is that \fxk(A)} converge to fi(A) uniformly both with respect to AGJon and with respect to n. For then the convergence is uniform with respect to A GJo and hence with respect to A GJIt is clear that if for each positive integer n the random variables x,+i, • • • , x,+n have a joint density function with respect to a probability measure on i?n = X4*'_1 R (s=0, 1, 2, ■ ■ •), then a sufficient condition for (3.4) and (3.5) may be formulated in terms of the uniformity with respect to n of the convergence of the arithmetic means (with respect to s) of these joint density functions.
Condition (3.5) of Theorem 3.2 requires that v<n on S *, in which case, under the other conditions of the theorem, also v=/x on S *• A sufficient condition in order that (3.5) shall hold is clearly v =fx on S • Dr. Jim Douglas, Jr., has kindly pointed out to the author that necessary and sufficient conditions in order that v=fx on S are simply expressed in terms of the quasi-metric introduced by Kakutani, solutely continuous with respect to r with Radon-Nikodym derivative/) and n<r(g), set [10] p(m, n; <B) = f(fgy2dr.
( -log p furnishes the quasi-metric suggested by Kakutani). We assume here the following known propertiesof p: (3.8) p is independent of the choice of r subject to m<r, n<r; a possible choice is r = (m+n)/2; (3.9) 0£p£l; Indeed, this condition is necessary and sufficient in order that fx = v on S , which contains S *.
We observe that the condition of Theorem 3.7 is a condition on the finitedimensional distributions alone. Example 3.8. The roles played by the conditions set forth in the above remarks and Theorem 3.7 may be clarified by the following simple example. Let x8 denote the number of successes (x, =0 or 1) in the 5th of a Poisson sequence of independent trials having probability p, oi success (x, = 1) in the 5th trial (5 = 1, 2, • • • ). The probability function v is the direct product measure Xs" t vs, where v, assigns the measure p, to a Borel set in i?i (the real line) containing the point 1 but not the point 0, and the measure qs = 1 -p, to a Borel set containing the point 0 but not the point 1. Suppose lim,," p, = 0. One knows from the Borel-Cantelli lemmas that xs = 0 for 5 sufficiently large with probability 1 if Yx\i> converges (YP' converges), while x" = l for infinitely many 5 with probability 1 if LIS, diverges ( Yp' diverges). However, it is instructive to examine in this context the conditions expressed in the above remarks and Theorem 3.7. The set functions Pk(A) converge as £->co for A EJo to the measure p which assigns the measure 1 to the set Po consisting of the single point (0, 0, • • • ), so that (3.4) is satisfied. However, if YLq> diverges then v(Ei) =vT~l(Ei) = • • • =0, so that lim*^ pk(Ei)7ip(Ei). On the other hand, if Y\.i> converges, then the convergence of {pk(A)} to p(A) is uniform both with respect to A EJon and with respect to n, so that (3.7) is satisfied. We note also that p is a direct product measure: p = X8°L x P» where p, assigns the measure 1 to a set in Pi containing the origin. It follows [10] 
